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8.

Access Control List (ACL)
ACL Configuration Wizard
ACL Interface Access Group
ACL VLAN Access Map
ACL VLAN Filter

ACL Configuration Wizard
This window is used to guide the user to create a new ACL access list or configure an existing ACL
access list.
To view the following window, click ACL > ACL Configuration Wizard, as shown below:

Figure 8-1 ACL Configuration Wizard (Access-List Assignment) - Create window

Figure 8-2 ACL Configuration Wizard (Access-List Assignment) - Update window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Create

Select and enter the ACL name with a maximum of 32 characters.

Update

Select to see a table below with the existing ACL access lists. Select
the specific re-configure the entry.

Click the Next button to continue.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.
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After clicking the Next button, the following window will appear.

Figure 8-3 ACL Configuration Wizard (Select Packet Type) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

MAC

Select to be MAC ACL.

IPv4

Select to be IPv4 ACL.

IPv6

Select to be IPv6 ACL.

Click the Back button to return to the previous window.
Click the Next button to continue.

After clicking the MAC radio button and the Next button, the following window will appear.

Figure 8-4 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for MAC ACL) window
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The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Sequence No.

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. Select Auto Assign to automatically generate an ACL rule
number for this entry.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

Specify Ethernet Type

Select the Ethernet type option here. Options to choose from are aarp,
appletalk, decent-iv, etype-6000, etype-8042, lat, lavc-sca, mopconsole, mop-dump, vines-echo, vines-ip, xns-idp, and arp.

Ethernet Type

Enter the Ethernet type hexadecimal value here. This value must be
between 0x600 and 0xFFFF. When any Ethernet type profile is
selected in the Specify Ethernet Type drop-down list, the appropriate
hexadecimal value will automatically be entered.

Ethernet Type Mask

Enter the Ethernet type mask hexadecimal value here. This value must
be between 0x0 and 0xFFFF. When any Ethernet type profile is
selected in the Specify Ethernet Type drop-down list, the appropriate
hexadecimal value will automatically be entered.

CoS

Select the CoS value used here. This value is between 0 and 7.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Click the Back button to return to the previous window.
Click the Next button to continue.
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After clicking the IPv4 radio button and the Next button, the following window will appear.

Figure 8-5 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) window

This window has a dynamic section. Every selection made in the Protocol Type drop-down list will
change the bottom part of this window.

The fixed fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Sequence No.

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. Select Auto Assign to automatically generate an ACL rule
number for this entry.

Protocol Type

Select the protocol type option here. Options to choose from are TCP,
UDP, ICMP, EIGRP, ESP, GRE, IGMP, OSPF, PIM, VRRP, IP-in-IP,
PCP, Protocol ID, and None.

After selecting the TCP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.
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Figure 8-6 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) TCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
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port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.
Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

TCP Flag

Tick the appropriate TCP flag option to include the flag in this rule.
Options to choose from are ack, fin, psh, rst, syn, and urg.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.
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After selecting the UDP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-7 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) UDP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
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used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.
Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.
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After selecting the ICMP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-8 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) ICMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Specify ICMP Message Type

Select the ICMP message type used here.

ICMP Message Type

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected, enter the ICMP
Message Type numerical value used here. When the ICMP Message
Type is selected, this numerical value will automatically be entered.

Message Code

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected, enter the Message
Code numerical value used here. When the ICMP Message Type is
selected, this numerical value will automatically be entered.
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IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the EIGRP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-9 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) EIGRP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
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from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the ESP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-10 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) ESP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
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the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the GRE option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-11 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) GRE window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
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Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.
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After selecting the IGMP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-12 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) IGMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
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between 0 and 63.
Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the OSPF option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-13 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) OSPF window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
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5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).
ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the PIM option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-14 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) PIM window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
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address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the VRRP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-15 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) VRRP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
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bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the IP-in-IP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-16 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) IP-in-IP window
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The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.
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After selecting the PCP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-17 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) PCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
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between 0 and 63.
Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the Protocol ID option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-18 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) Protocol ID window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Protocol

Enter the Protocol ID value in the space provided. This value must be
between 0 and 255.

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
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IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the None option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-19 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv4 ACL) None window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
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from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Click the Back button to return to the previous window.
Click the Next button to continue.

After clicking the IPv6 radio button and the Next button, the following window will appear.

Figure 8-20 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) window

This window has a dynamic section. Every selection made in the Protocol Type drop-down list will
change the bottom part of this window.

The fixed fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Sequence No.

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. Select Auto Assign to automatically generate an ACL rule
number for this entry.

Protocol Type

Select the protocol type option here. Options to choose from are TCP,
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UDP, ICMP, Protocol ID, ESP, PCP, SCTP, and None.

After selecting the TCP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-21 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) TCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
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selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.
Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

TCP Flag

Tick the appropriate TCP flag option to include the flag in this rule.
Options to choose from are ack, fin, psh, rst, syn, and urg.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.
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After selecting the UDP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-22 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) UDP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
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number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.
Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the ICMP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-23 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) ICMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
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Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

Specify ICMP Message Type

Select the ICMP message type used here.

ICMP Message Type

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected, enter the ICMP
Message Type numerical value used here. When the ICMP Message
Type is selected, this numerical value will automatically be entered.

Message Code

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected, enter the Message
Code numerical value used here. When the ICMP Message Type is
selected, this numerical value will automatically be entered.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.
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After selecting the Protocol ID option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-24 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) Protocol ID window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Protocol

Enter the Protocol ID value used here. This value must be between 0
and 255.

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
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are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the ESP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-25 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) ESP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the PCP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-26 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) PCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.
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Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the SCTP option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-27 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) SCTP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
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1048575.
Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

After selecting the None option as the Protocol Type, the following section will appear.

Figure 8-28 ACL Configuration Wizard (Add Rule for IPv6 ACL) None window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.
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Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Click the Back button to return to the previous window.
Click the Next button to continue.

After clicking the Next button, the following window will appear.

Figure 8-29 ACL Configuration Wizard (Apply Port) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Unit

Select the switch unit that will be used for this configuration here.

From Port / To Port

Select the appropriate port range used for the configuration here.

Direction

Select the direction here. Option to choose from is In.

Click the Back button to return to the previous window.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.

ACL Access List
This window is used to view and configure the ACL access list settings.
To view the following window, click ACL > ACL Access List, as shown below:

Figure 8-30 ACL Access List window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
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Parameter

Description

ACL Type

Select the ACL profile type to find here. Options to choose from are
All, IP ACL, IPv6 ACL, MAC ACL, and Expert ACL.

ID

Enter the ACL ID here. The range is from 1 to 14999.

ACL Name

Enter the ACL name here. This name can be up to 32 characters long.

Click the Find button to locate a specific entry based on the information entered.
Click the Add ACL button to create a new ACL profile.
Click the Clear All Counter button to clear all the counter information displayed.
Click the Clear Counter button to clear the counter information for the rule displayed.
Click the Add Rule button to create an ACL rule for the ACL profile selected.

Standard IP ACL
After clicking the Add ACL button, users can create a new ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-31 Standard IP ACL (Add ACL Access List) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

ACL Type

Select the ACL profile type here. Options to choose from are Standard
IP ACL, Extended IP ACL, Standard IPv6 ACL, Extended IPv6
ACL, Extended MAC ACL, and Extended Expert ACL.

ID

Enter the ACL ID from 1 to 1999.

ACL Name

Enter the ACL profile’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Click the Apply button to create the new ACL profile.

After creating a Standard IP ACL profile, the newly created Standard IP ACL profile will be displayed in
the ACL profile display table, as shown below:
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Figure 8-32 Standard IP ACL (Main) window

Click the Edit button to re-configure the specific ACL profile.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL profile.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

To add an ACL rule in the ACL profile, select it (the ACL profile will toggle to the bold font), and click the
Add Rule button.

Figure 8-33 Standard IP ACL (Selected) window

After selecting the ACL profile and clicking the Add Rule button, users can configure the new ACL rule, in
the selected ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-34 Standard IP ACL (Add Rule) window
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The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Sequence No.

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. If this value is not specified, the system will automatically
generate an ACL rule number for this entry.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Click the Back button to discard the changes made and return to the previous page.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.

To enable the Counter State option or to enter a Remark for the profile, click the Edit button, next to the
specific ACL profile (found in the ACL profile table).

Figure 8-35 Standard IP ACL (Edit ACL) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Start Sequence No.

Enter the start sequence number here.

Step

Enter the sequence number increment here.

Counter State

Select to enable or disable the counter state option here.
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Remark

Enter an optional remark that will be associated with this profile here.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific entry.

To view the list of rules, that are associated with an ACL profile, select the ACL profile (found in the ACL
profile table). The rule of ACL rules, connected to the selected ACL profile, will be displayed in the ACL
rule table, as shown below:

Figure 8-36 Standard IP ACL (Rule Display) window

Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL rule.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

Extended IP ACL
After clicking the Add ACL button, users can create a new ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-37 Extended IP ACL (Add Profile) window
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The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

ACL Type

Select the ACL profile type here. Options to choose from are Standard
IP ACL, Extended IP ACL, Standard IPv6 ACL, Extended IPv6
ACL, Extended MAC ACL, and Extended Expert ACL.

ID

Enter the ACL ID from 2000 to 3999.

ACL Name

Enter the ACL profile’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Click the Apply button to create the new ACL profile.

After creating an Extend IP ACL profile, the newly created Extend IP ACL profile will be displayed in the
ACL profile display table, as shown below:

Figure 8-38 Extended IP ACL (Main) window

Click the Edit button to re-configure the specific ACL profile.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL profile.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

To add an ACL rule in the ACL profile, select it (the ACL profile will toggle to the bold font), and click the
Add Rule button.

Figure 8-39 Extended IP ACL (Selected) window

After selecting the ACL profile and clicking the Add Rule button, users can configure the new ACL rule, in
the selected ACL profile, as shown below:
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Figure 8-40 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) window

This is a dynamic page. Every selection made in the Protocol Type drop-down list will change the bottom
part of this window.

The fixed fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Sequence No.

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. If this value is not specified, the system will automatically
generate an ACL rule number for this entry.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Protocol Type

Select the protocol type option here. Options to choose from are TCP,
UDP, ICMP, EIGRP, ESP, GRE, IGMP, OSPF, PIM, VRRP, IP-in-IP,
PCP, Protocol ID, and None.

After selecting the TCP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:
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Figure 8-41 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) TCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.
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Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

TCP Flag

Tick the appropriate TCP flag option to include the flag in this rule.
Options to choose from are ack, fin, psh, rst, syn, and urg.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the UDP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-42 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) UDP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
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Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.

Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the ICMP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-43 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) ICMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Specify ICMP Message Type

Select the ICMP message type used here.

ICMP Message Type

When the ICMP message type is not selected in the Specify ICMP
Message Type drop-down list, enter the ICMP Message Type
numerical value used here. When the ICMP message type is selected
in the Specify ICMP Message Type drop-down list, this numerical
value will automatically be entered.

Message Code

When the ICMP message type is not selected in the Specify ICMP
Message Type drop-down list, enter the Message Code numerical
value used here. When the ICMP message type is not selected in the
Specify ICMP Message Type drop-down list, this numerical value will
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automatically be entered.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the EIGRP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-44 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) EIGRP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
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a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the ESP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-45 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) ESP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
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also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the GRE option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-46 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) GRE window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
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address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the IGMP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-47 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) IGMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
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rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the OSPF option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-48 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) OSPF window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
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destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the PIM option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-49 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) PIM window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
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from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the VRRP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-50 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) VRRP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
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Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the IP-in-IP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-51 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) IP-in-IP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
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corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the PCP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-52 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) PCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
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bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the Protocol ID option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-53 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) Protocol ID window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Protocol

Enter the Protocol ID value in the space provided. This value must be
between 0 and 255.

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
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the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the None option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-54 Extended IP ACL (Add Rule) None window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
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traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Click the Back button to discard the changes made and return to the previous page.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.

To enable the Counter State option or to enter a Remark for the profile, click the Edit button, next to the
specific ACL profile (found in the ACL profile table).

Figure 8-55 Extended IP ACL (Edit ACL) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Start Sequence No.

Enter the start sequence number here.

Step

Enter the sequence number increment here.

Counter State

Select to enable or disable the counter state option here.
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Remark

Enter an optional remark that will be associated with this profile here.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific entry.

To view the list of rules, that are associated with an ACL profile, select the ACL profile (found in the ACL
profile table). The rule of ACL rules, connected to the selected ACL profile, will be displayed in the ACL
rule table, as shown below:

Figure 8-56 Extended IP ACL (Rule Display) window

Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL rule.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

Standard IPv6 ACL
After clicking the Add ACL button, users can create a new ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-57 Standard IPv6 ACL (Add Profile) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
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Parameter

Description

ACL Type

Select the ACL profile type here. Options to choose from are Standard
IP ACL, Extended IP ACL, Standard IPv6 ACL, Extended IPv6
ACL, Extended MAC ACL, and Extended Expert ACL.

ID

Enter the ACL ID from 11000 to 12999.

ACL Name

Enter the ACL profile’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Click the Apply button to create the new ACL profile.

After creating a Standard IPv6 ACL profile, the newly created Standard IPv6 ACL profile will be displayed
in the ACL profile display table, as shown below:

Figure 8-58 Standard IPv6 ACL (Main) window

Click the Edit button to re-configure the specific ACL profile.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL profile.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

To add an ACL rule in the ACL profile, select it (the ACL profile will toggle to the bold font), and click the
Add Rule button.

Figure 8-59 Standard IPv6 ACL (Selected) window

After selecting the ACL profile and clicking the Add Rule button, users can configure the new ACL rule, in
the selected ACL profile, as shown below:
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Figure 8-60 Standard IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Rule Number

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. If this value is not specified, the system will automatically
generate an ACL rule number for this entry.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Click the Back button to discard the changes made and return to the previous page.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.

To enable the Counter State option or to enter a Remark for the profile, click the Edit button, next to the
specific ACL profile (found in the ACL profile table).
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Figure 8-61 Standard IPv6 ACL (Edit ACL) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Start Sequence No.

Enter the start sequence number here.

Step

Enter the sequence number increment here.

Counter State

Select to enable or disable the counter state option here.

Remark

Enter an optional remark that will be associated with this profile here.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific entry.

To view the list of rules, that are associated with an ACL profile, select the ACL profile (found in the ACL
profile table). The rule of ACL rules, connected to the selected ACL profile, will be displayed in the ACL
rule table, as shown below:

Figure 8-62 Standard IPv6 ACL (Rule Display) window

Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL rule.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.
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Extended IPv6 ACL
After clicking the Add ACL button, users can create a new ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-63 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Profile) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

ACL Type

Select the ACL profile type here. Options to choose from are Standard
IP ACL, Extended IP ACL, Standard IPv6 ACL, Extended IPv6
ACL, Extended MAC ACL, and Extended Expert ACL.

ID

Enter the ACL ID from 13000 to 14999.

ACL Name

Enter the ACL profile’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Click the Apply button to create the new ACL profile.

After creating an Extend IPv6 ACL profile, the newly created Extend IPv6 ACL profile will be displayed in
the ACL profile display table, as shown below:

Figure 8-64 Extended IPv6 ACL (Main) window
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Click the Edit button to re-configure the specific ACL profile.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL profile.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

To add an ACL rule in the ACL profile, select it (the ACL profile will toggle to the bold font), and click the
Add Rule button.

Figure 8-65 Extended IPv6 ACL (Selected) window

After selecting the ACL profile and clicking the Add Rule button, users can configure the new ACL rule, in
the selected ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-66 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) window

This is a dynamic page. Every selection made in the Protocol Type option will change the bottom part of
this window.
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The fixed fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Sequence No.

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. If this value is not specified, the system will automatically
generate an ACL rule number for this entry.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Protocol Type

Select the protocol type option here. Options to choose from are TCP,
UDP, ICMP, Protocol ID, ESP, PCP, SCTP, and None.

After selecting the TCP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-67 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) TCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
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rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.
Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.

Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

TCP Flag

Tick the appropriate TCP flag option to include the flag in this rule.
Options to choose from are ack, fin, psh, rst, syn, and urg.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the UDP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-68 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) UDP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.

Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
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from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.
DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the ICMP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-69 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) ICMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
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destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.
Specify ICMP Message Type

Select the ICMP message type used here.

ICMP Message Type

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected in the Specify ICMP
Message Type drop-down list, enter the ICMP Message Type
numerical value used here. When the ICMP Message Type is selected
in the Specify ICMP Message Type drop-down list, this numerical
value will automatically be entered.

Message Code

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected in the Specify ICMP
Message Type drop-down list, enter the Message Code numerical
value used here. When the ICMP Message Type is selected in the
Specify ICMP Message Type drop-down list, this numerical value will
automatically be entered.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the Protocol ID option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-70 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) Protocol ID window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Protocol

Enter the Protocol ID value used here. This value must be between 0
and 255.

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
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are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.
Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the ESP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-71 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) ESP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.
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Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6th. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the PCP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-72 Extend IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) PCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
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address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.
DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the SCTP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-73 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) SCTP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.
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Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the None option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-74 Extended IPv6 ACL (Add Rule) None window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IPv6 address here.
When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix Length option will also be
available. Enter the source IPv6 address and prefix length value in the
spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IPv6. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
IPv6 address here. When the IPv6 option is selected, the Prefix
Length option will also be available. Enter the destination IPv6
address and prefix length value in the spaces provided.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

Flow Label

Enter the flow label value here. This value must be between 0 and
1048575.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Click the Back button to discard the changes made and return to the previous page.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
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To enable the Counter State option or to enter a Remark for the profile, click the Edit button, next to the
specific ACL profile (found in the ACL profile table).

Figure 8-75 Extended IPv6 ACL (Counter State Enabled) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Start Sequence No.

Enter the start sequence number here.

Stop

Enter the stop sequence number here.

Counter State

Select to enable or disable the counter state option here.

Remark

Enter an optional remark that will be associated with this profile here.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific entry.

To view the list of rules, that are associated with an ACL profile, select the ACL profile (found in the ACL
profile table). The rule of ACL rules, connected to the selected ACL profile, will be displayed in the ACL
rule table, as shown below:

Figure 8-76 Extended IPv6 ACL (Rule Display) window
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Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL rule.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

Extended MAC ACL
After clicking the Add ACL button, users can create a new ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-77 Extended MAC ACL (Add Profile) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

ACL Type

Select the ACL profile type here. Options to choose from are Standard
IP ACL, Extended IP ACL, Standard IPv6 ACL, Extended IPv6
ACL, Extended MAC ACL, and Extended Expert ACL.

ID

Enter the ACL ID from 6000 to 7999.

ACL Name

Enter the ACL profile’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Click the Apply button to create the new ACL profile.

After creating an Extend MAC ACL profile, the newly created Extend MAC ACL profile will be displayed in
the ACL profile display table, as shown below:
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Figure 8-78 Extended MAC ACL (Main) window

Click the Edit button to re-configure the specific ACL profile.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL profile.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

To add an ACL rule in the ACL profile, select it (the ACL profile will toggle to the bold font), and click the
Add Rule button.

Figure 8-79 Extended MAC ACL (Selected) window

After selecting the ACL profile and clicking the Add Rule button, users can configure the new ACL rule, in
the selected ACL profile, as shown below:
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Figure 8-80 Extended MAC ACL (Add Rule) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Rule Number

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. If this value is not specified, the system will automatically
generate an ACL rule number for this entry.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Source

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

Specify Ethernet Type

Select the Ethernet type option here. Options to choose from are aarp,
appletalk, decent-iv, etype-6000, etype-8042, lat, lavc-sca, mopconsole, mop-dump, vines-echo, vines-ip, xns-idp, and arp.

Ethernet Type

Enter the Ethernet type hexadecimal value here. This value must be
between 0x600 and 0xFFFF. When any Ethernet type profile is
selected in the Specify Ethernet Type drop-down list, the appropriate
hexadecimal value will automatically be entered.

Ethernet Type Mask

Enter the Ethernet type mask hexadecimal value here. This value must
be between 0x0 and 0xFFFF. When any Ethernet type profile is
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selected in the Specify Ethernet Type drop-down list, the appropriate
hexadecimal value will automatically be entered.
CoS

Select the CoS value used here. This value is between 0 and 7.

Inner CoS

Select the inner CoS value used here. This value is between 0 and 7.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Click the Back button to discard the changes made and return to the previous page.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.

To enable the Counter State option or to enter a Remark for the profile, click the Edit button, next to the
specific ACL profile (found in the ACL profile table).

Figure 8-81 Extended MAC ACL (Edit ACL) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Start Sequence No.

Enter the start sequence number here.

Stop

Enter the stop sequence number here.

Counter State

Select to enable or disable the counter state option here.

Remark

Enter an optional remark that will be associated with this profile here.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific entry.

To view the list of rules, that are associated with an ACL profile, select the ACL profile (found in the ACL
profile table). The rule of ACL rules, connected to the selected ACL profile, will be displayed in the ACL
rule table, as shown below:
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Figure 8-82 Extended MAC ACL (Rule Display) window

Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL rule.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

Extended Expert ACL
After clicking the Add ACL button, users can create a new ACL profile, as shown below:

Figure 8-83 Extended Expert ACL (Add Profile) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

ACL Type

Select the ACL profile type here. Options to choose from are Standard
IP ACL, Extended IP ACL, Standard IPv6 ACL, Extended IPv6
ACL, Extended MAC ACL, and Extended Expert ACL.

ID

Enter the ACL ID from 8000 to 9999.
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ACL Name

Enter the ACL profile’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Click the Apply button to create the new ACL profile.

After creating an Expert ACL profile, the newly created Expert ACL profile will be displayed in the ACL
profile display table, as shown below:

Figure 8-84 Extended Expert ACL (Main) window

Click the Edit button to re-configure the specific ACL profile.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL profile.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

To add an ACL rule in the ACL profile, select it (the ACL profile will toggle to the bold font), and click the
Add Rule button.

Figure 8-85 Extended Expert ACL (Selected) window

After selecting the ACL profile and clicking the Add Rule button, users can configure the new ACL rule, in
the selected ACL profile, as shown below:
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Figure 8-86 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) window

This is a dynamic page. Every selection made in the Protocol Type option will change the bottom part of
this window.

The fixed fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Sequence No.

Enter the ACL rule number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535. If this value is not specified, the system will automatically
generate an ACL rule number for this entry.

Action

Select the action that this rule will take here. Options to choose from
are Permit and Deny.

Protocol Type

Select the protocol type option here. Options to choose from are TCP,
UDP, ICMP, EIGRP, ESP, GRE, IGMP, OSPF, PIM, VRRP, IP-in-IP,
PCP, Protocol ID, and None.

After selecting the TCP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:
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Figure 8-87 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) TCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.
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Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.

Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

TCP Flag

Tick the appropriate TCP flag option to include the flag in this rule.
Options to choose from are ack, fin, psh, rst, syn, and urg.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the UDP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-88 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) UDP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
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value in the spaces provided.
Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

Source Port

Select and enter the source port value here. Options to choose from
are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the specific
selected port number will be used. When selecting the > option, all
ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When selecting the <
option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the Range option, the start port number and end
port number selected, of the range, will be used. Alternatively, the port
number(s) can manually be entered in the space(s) provided, if the
port number(s) is/are not available in the drop-down list.

Destination Port

Select and enter the destination port value here. Options to choose
from are =, >, <, ≠, and Range. When selecting the = option, the
specific selected port number will be used. When selecting the >
option, all ports greater than the selected port, will be used. When
selecting the < option, all ports smaller than the selected port, will be
used. When selecting the ≠ option, all ports, excluding the selected
port, will be used. When selecting the Range option, the start port
number and end port number selected, of the range, will be used.
Alternatively, the port number(s) can manually be entered in the
space(s) provided, if the port number(s) is/are not available in the
drop-down list.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the ICMP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-89 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) ICMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.
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Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

Specify ICMP Message Type

Select the ICMP message type used here.

ICMP Message Type

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected in the Specify ICMP
Message Type drop-down list, enter the ICMP Message Type
numerical value used here. When the ICMP Message Type is selected
in the Specify ICMP Message Type drop-down list, this numerical
value will automatically be entered.

Message Code

When the ICMP Message Type is not selected in the Specify ICMP
Message Type drop-down list, enter the Message Code numerical
value used here. When the ICMP Message Type is selected in the
Specify ICMP Message Type drop-down list, this numerical value will
automatically be entered.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the EIGRP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-90 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) EIGRP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
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from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the ESP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-91 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) ESP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.
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Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the GRE option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-92 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) GRE window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
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from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the IGMP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-93 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) IGMP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.
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Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the OSPF option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-94 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) OSPF window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
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from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the PIM option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:

Figure 8-95 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) PIM window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.
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Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the VRRP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-96 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) VRRP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
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destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the IP-in-IP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-97 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) IP-in-IP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
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are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.
Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the PCP option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be available,
as shown below:
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Figure 8-98 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) PCP window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
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MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

After selecting the Protocol ID option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-99 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) Protocol ID window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Protocol

Enter the Protocol ID value used here. This value must be between 0
and 255.

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.
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Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.

IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.
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After selecting the None option as the Protocol Type, the following page and parameters will be
available, as shown below:

Figure 8-100 Extended Expert ACL (Add Rule) None window

The dynamic fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Fragments

Select the Fragments option to include packet fragment filtering.

Source IP Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any source
traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule. When
the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s IP address here.
When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will also be
available. Enter the group of source IP addresses by using a wildcard
bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be ignored. The bit
corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Destination IP Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
from are Any, Host, and IP. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s IP
address here. When the IP option is selected, the Wildcard option will
also be available. Enter the group of destination IP addresses by using
a wildcard bitmap. The bit corresponding to the bit value 1 will be
ignored. The bit corresponding to the bit value 0 will be checked.

Source MAC Address

Select and enter the source information here. Options to choose from
are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
source traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this rule.
When the Host option is selected, enter the source host’s MAC
address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard option
will also be available. Enter the source MAC address and wildcard
value in the spaces provided.

Destination MAC Address

Select and enter the destination information here. Options to choose
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from are Any, Host, and MAC. When the Any option is selected, any
destination traffic will be evaluated according to the conditions of this
rule. When the Host option is selected, enter the destination host’s
MAC address here. When the MAC option is selected, the Wildcard
option will also be available. Enter the destination MAC address and
wildcard value in the spaces provided.
IP Precedence

Select the IP precedence value used here. Options to choose from are
0 (routine), 1 (priority), 2, (immediate), 3 (flash), 4 (flash-override),
5 (critical), 6 (internet), and 7 (network).

ToS

After selecting the IP precedence value, select the Type-of-Service
(ToS) value that will be used here. Options to choose from are 0
(normal), 1 (min-monetary-cost), 2 (max-reliability), 3, 4 (maxthroughput), 5, 6, 7, 8 (min-delay), 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

DSCP

Select or enter the DSCP value used here. This value must be
between 0 and 63.

VID

Enter the VLAN ID that will be associated with this ACL rule here. This
value must be between 1 and 4094.

CoS

Select the Class of Service (CoS) value here. Options to choose from
are from 0 to 7.

Time Range

Enter the name of the time range to associate with this ACL rule.

Click the Back button to discard the changes made and return to the previous page.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.

To enable the Counter State option or to enter a Remark for the profile, click the Edit button, next to the
specific ACL profile (found in the ACL profile table).

Figure 8-101 Extended Expert ACL (Edit ACL) window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Start Sequence No.

Enter the start sequence number here.

Stop

Enter the stop sequence number here.

Counter State

Select to enable or disable the counter state option here.
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Remark

Enter an optional remark that will be associated with this profile here.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific entry.

To view the list of rules, that are associated with an ACL profile, select the ACL profile (found in the ACL
profile table). The rule of ACL rules, connected to the selected ACL profile, will be displayed in the ACL
rule table, as shown below:

Figure 8-102 Extended Expert ACL (Rule Display) window

Click the Delete button to remove the specific ACL rule.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

ACL Interface Access Group
This window is used to view and configure the ACL interface access group settings.
To view the following window, click ACL > ACL Interface Access Group, as shown below:
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Figure 8-103 ACL Interface Access Group window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Unit

Select the switch unit that will be used for this configuration here.

From Port / To Port

Select the appropriate port range used for the configuration here.

Direction

Select the direction here. Option to choose from is In.

Action

Select the action that will be taken here. Options to choose from are
Add and Delete.

Type

Select the ACL type here. Options to choose from are IP ACL, IPv6
ACL, MAC ACL, and Expert ACL.

ACL Name

Enter the ACL profile’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Click the Please Select button to choose the ACL profile that has been created.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.

ACL VLAN Access Map
This window is used to view and configure the ACL VLAN access map settings.
To view the following window, click ACL > ACL VLAN Access Map, as shown below:
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Figure 8-104 ACL VLAN Access Map window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Access Map Name

Enter the access map’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Sub Map Number

Enter the sub-map’s number here. This value must be between 1 and
65535.

Action

Select the action that will be taken here. Options to choose from are
Forward, Drop, and Redirect. When the Redirect option is selected,
select the redirected interface from the drop-down list.

Counter State

Select whether to enable or disable the counter state.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made for each individual section.
Click the Clear All Counter button to clear the counter information for all the access maps.
Click the Clear Counter button to the clear the counter information for the specified access map.
Click the Find button to locate a specific entry based on the information entered.
Click the Binding button to configure a new match access list.
Click the Delete button to remove the specified entry.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.

After clicking the Binding button, the following page will appear.
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Figure 8-105 Match Access-List window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Match IP Access-List

Select the standard or extended IP ACL.

Match IPv6 Access-List

Select the standard or extended IPv6 ACL.

Match MAC Access-List

Select the standard or extended MAC ACL.

Click the Please Select button to choose the ACL profile that has been created.
Click the Apply button to accept the changes made for each individual section.
Click the Delete button to remove the specified entry.

ACL VLAN Filter
This window is used to view and configure the ACL VLAN filter settings.
To view the following window, click ACL > ACL VLAN Filter, as shown below:
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Figure 8-106 ACL VLAN Filter window

The fields that can be configured are described below:
Parameter

Description

Access Map Name

Enter the access map’s name here. This name can be up to 32
characters long.

Action

Select the action that will be taken here. Options to choose from are
Add and Delete.

VID List

Enter the VLAN ID list that will be used here. Select the All VLANs
option to apply this configuration to all the VLANs configured on this
switch.

Click the Apply button to accept the changes made.
Click the Delete button to remove the specific entry.
Enter a page number and click the Go button to navigate to a specific page when multiple pages exist.
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